
Hello. My name is Satleen Gill. For my project….

I painted ten butterflies found in this region. The numbers next to each butterfly match with the scientific

names of the butterflies, which I painted onto the straps of the bag.

My inspiration to make this project was based on the fact that I just really love butterflies and how diverse

they are with different colors, patterns, sizes, and are found basically everywhere. I also really like to

paint so I decided to combine my interests in butterflies with my favorite creative outlet to create

something practical. My favorite part of this project is probably the fact that I can actually use this bag in

my everyday life rather than just do it on a regular canvas and have it sit on the wall and forget about it.

1. Pipevine Swallowtail

In regards to eating, these butterflies are considered specialists because they only really eat one

plant - California pipevine (the plant that the butterfly is named after).

2. Orange Sulphur

Something really interesting about this butterfly is that about half of the females are white rather

than yellow because of a dominant sex gene called “alba”. “Alba” interrupts the chemical

reactions that typically give the butterflies their yellow or orange color. One species found in

Chile and Argentina produces only white females.

3. Bramble Hairstreak

There are actually two types of these butterflies found in this area. “Inland” Bramble Hairstreak

and “Coastal” Bramble Hairstreak. The one that I painted in an “Inland” Bramble Hairstreak

because it is more of a yellow-green color and has fewer white details compared with a “Coastal”

Bramble Hairstreak, which is more of a blue-green.

4. Monarch

Monarch butterflies produce toxic cardenolides from the milkweed plants that they eat. The most

toxic cardenolides are found in the butterfly’s abdomen and the worst tasting cardenolides are in

the wings so that if a bird or something is carrying the butterfly with the intention of eating it, it

will realize that it is toxic and will let it go.



5. Satyr Anglewood

This butterfly can be found in any area with native stinging nettle and males specifically like to sit

in sunflecks which are patches of sunlight found on the ground when the sun passes through gaps

in the trees.

6. Blue Copper

These butterflies are found in Coastal Marin and Sonoma Counties so right where we are. The

one that I painted is a male as females have more neutral colors like brown with only a little blue

in the middle.

7. Sonora Blue

This butterfly that I painted is also male as females have a second pair of red spots on their lower

wings. These are found in Santa Clara, Alameda, and Contra Costa counties.

8. Variable Checkerspot

I actually painted the underwing of this butterfly. This is the most common checkerspot found in

this area as well as the largest and the one with the most black - which would be found on the

other side of the butterfly than the side that I painted.

9. Pale Swallowtail

Females of this butterfly tend to be a little yellow and because of that, are often confused with

Western Tiger Swallowtails, which are yellow. The one that I painted is a male pale swallowtail.

The last butterfly is

10. Mourning Cloak

These butterflies used to be really common in our area and could even be found in cities until a

regional population collapse around the summer of 2001. Their host plants are considered to be

Willows (including nonnative weeping willows), hackberries, and elms.

(All information came from the “Field Guide to Butterflies of the San Francisco Bay and Sacramento

Valley Regions'' book. Painting references are from the book and pinned butterflies at TeenNat.)


